
Rowa® Technologies

Rowa® – Digital Solutions
Turn your pharmacy into an eye-catcher





Get Your Customers  
Interested in Your Pharmacy 

Foreword

Amongst all the competition from online business, pharmacies 
remain the go-to local health experts. The personal advice and 
the confidence in your expertise makes pharmacies absolutely vital. 
Now, advances in digital technology give you the opportunity to 
highlight the services offered by your pharmacy and lighten 
the load on your team.

Using digital solutions behind the counter, on the shop floor 
and in the shop windows is a first step towards preparing your 
pharmacy for the opportunities presented by the digital world. 
In combination with your regular shelves, you can use these to 
enhance your sales advice and make your pharmacy more 
attractive with a modern appearance.  
Our customers’ experiences have shown that the use of our 
systems not only led to improved presentation of the product 

range and additional sales, but also had a positive impact on 
the perception of your expertise. Emotive imagery, videos and 
the option to design your own content give your pharmacy 
the personal touch, which is really valued by your customers. 
The flexibility of our products offers different options  
for use – so you can have exactly what suits you.



Rowa Vmotion –  
Visibly Good Advice 

With Rowa Vmotion in the OTC area, you can determine where your customers look 
first. The high-resolution touch screens catch the eye, both inside the pharmacy and 
from outside. This provides professional and efficient support for your advisory 
services, and it is also easier for elderly patients to read.

Even when the advice requires discretion, you can utilize the advantages of the 
digital OTC display in a convenient way. The screen or tablet inlaid in the counter lets 
you give discreet advice out of the view of other customers. 

Rowa Vmotion – digital behind-the-counter display
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Rowa Vmotion Digital OTC Display Offers

• Needs-based customer advice at every point of sale 
• Display of additional information and latest prices
• Change of indication and product selection by touch
• Option to display advertisements

Rowa Vmotion Discreet Offers

• The content is only visible to you and your customers
• With the mobile tablet solution, you can give advice away from the counter
• Resistant to scratches, dust, and water





Anke Herde-Bertram, Pharmacist

Satisfied customers

The use of a total of four screens (55 inches) in combination with the shelves behind 
the counter reduces the number of actual packs of drugs and therefore reduces the capital 
commitment. Since the OTC display needs less upkeep, the entire workflow is simplified.

“For us, the digital OTC 
display means less 
upkeep and gives 
our customers an 
up-to-date overview 
of the products.”
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You can find more testimonials on our website at:  
https://rowa.de/en/pharmacist/cases



Enhance Your Shelves  
and the Services You Offer

Rowa Vmotion on the shop floor is particularly suited to the emotive presentation of 
products, e.g. cosmetic items. Moving imagery and brands really grab customers’ 
attention. Another advantage is the wide selection of products that can be displayed 
without using any additional shelf space. Rowa Vmotion also offers a shop-floor 
solution for a wider selection of products without increasing display space. 
You therefore receive an optimal level of support when giving advice, make your shop 
floor more attractive and expand your display space.

Rowa Vmotion – digital self-service

Rowa Vmotion on the Shop Floor

With the same advantages as in the behind-the-counter area, the eye-catching screens help present 
products in an appealing way. Categorization into brands and ranges helps guide customers and staff.

• Moving images and attractive campaign motifs increase awareness
• Implementation of attractive interior concepts
• Display of a wider selection of products
• Reduced shoplifting rate





All Eyes on You,  
Even in the Shop Window

Your shop window not only draws attention from a distance but is also the best 
advertisement for your pharmacy. Get inspired and use these valuable spaces to turn 
passers-by into customers and attract attention even outside your opening hours. 
Moving images, well-known advertising content from the TV and print media, as well 
as regularly changing messages appeal to customers night and day.

Rowa Vmotion in your shop window

• Tidy shop window 
• Ability to adapt the display to the seasons and the time of day – immediately
• High levels of brightness and moving images attract attention, even after  

the pharmacy has closed

Rowa Vmotion – digital self-service





Andreas Bühler, pharmacist

Satisfied customers

“The idea was to 
create an entirely new 
concept around 
giving advice as well 
as providing our 
customers with a new 
shopping experience.”

By removing the counters, there is no longer a barrier between the pharmacist and the 
customer. Advice is given interactively. This gives the word “customer-oriented” a whole 
new meaning.
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You can find more testimonials on our website at:  
https://rowa.de/en/pharmacist/cases



Advantages for you

What are the advantages of the digital concepts from Rowa?

Concepts with Benefits  
for All: Customers, Teams,  
and Pharmacists

Your customers will value the concepts because

… they can shop in an attractive and modern environment,  
… they are addressed emotionally and are advised individually,  
… they are informed of pharmacy services and customer events.

Your team works more efficiently because

...  the system is ready for immediate use thanks to a “starter pack” (templates, 
backgrounds, etc.),

… there is no need for daily restocking, tidying, or dusting,
… they are assisted visually when selling.

The systems are worthwhile for you as pharmacists because  

...  the modern image of your pharmacy is reinforced, and your team is perceived as more 
knowledgeable,

... additional sales and cross-selling are made easier,

...  high-quality videos and emotive templates create incentives to buy and boost the 
advertising impact.
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Just a  
Few Clicks to the  
Right Template

All Rowa Vmotion systems are based on the Rowa Vcloud, an easy-to-use cloud 
portal. The system is controlled via a web portal, through which the system can be 
accessed from any web-enabled device, at any time, from anywhere.

Rowa Vmotion – digital OTC display

The advantages of the Rowa Vcloud

• Maintenance and control of several sites from one account
• Immediate availability of software updates and new pack images
• Design your own templates or use ready-stored templates
• Constantly growing database and the option to request missing items
• Analytics function for screen usage



Display of products, alternative products 
or recommendations

Price comparisons between pack sizes 

Offers controlled according to the time of 
day, also with your own products

Stackable and scalable packs

360° products /360°-rotating 3D packs

Paternoster principle for moving 
the shelves

Discount prices are highlighted

Intelligent Support When Giving Advice



A Successful  
Local Pharmacy

Customer journey

Be where your customers are

Your customers are increasingly making their purchasing 
decisions online. Our solutions help you to attract your 
customers’ attention along the customer journey, both online 
and offline. Boost your local pharmacy using the right strategy.

We at Rowa can assist you with the right concepts.  
Today and in the future.
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